MOVING MADE SIMPLE

-----------------------------------------

A Guide for Moving the BungoBox Way
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LETTER FROM
THE CO-FOUNDERS

------------------------------------Thank you for visiting BungoBox.com and for
taking the time to read through our e-book. Hopefully
it helps you through your upcoming move.
We all know that moving really does, well… suck!
But with BungoBox we decided we want to not only
make it less sucky, but that we want to make it fun
too.
You will find that a BungoBox move will be easier,
more cost-effective and eco-friendlier than previous
moves. We strive to be the most positive experience
in any move and maybe cause a few smiles.
If we can help you with anything, even if you don’t
rent our boxes, please just give us a call.
In the meantime, have fun BungoBoxing!
Tom & Bob Cannon
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ABOUT THE
MOVING HANDBOOK

------------------------------------Don’t be a BungoBox is committed to providing you all the reDumpster-Diver. sources you need to make your move as easy as posGet BungoBox! sible. So, we have created the Making Moving Simple

handbook in line with that effort to keep our
customers informed and knowledgeable.

Using our own experience, the advice of experts in
the moving industry, and real-life data, this handbook
has been carefully compiled to ensure you have
everything you need for a successful move. However,
for the most up-to-date information or for assistance
with your move, contact one of our representatives at
888-479-1888.
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CHECKLISTS FOR
MOVING

------------------------------------It is said that a short pencil is better than a long
memory, and with moving, it couldn’t be truer.
Remembering every last detail of a move can be
overwhelming, and a burden that we at BungoBox
have found to be best relieved through checklists.
That’s why we have provided a universal checklist, a
be-all and end-all guide to your moving adventure.
Print it out and stick it on the fridge, frame it, engrave
it into a stone tablet, do whatever you need to do to
make use of BungoBox’s guide to an effortless move.
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PLANNING
YOUR MOVE

----------------Plan Ahead. You won’t
have to suck up to your
truck-owning friends.
Set a date for the move:
Monday-Thursday is best
because offices are still
open if problems arise
File change of address and
notify all service providers
of the change
Research moving
companies and pick
someone reliable
Recruit friends/family for
help with your move (time
to hunt down that one
friend with a truck)
Cancel Newspapers

Check with the IRS for
possible tax deductionsincluding moving expenses
Contact the Chamber of
Commerce at your new
home to request their new
resident packet
Compile medical records
and ask current physicians
for a referral
Transfer school records
Transfer vet records
Subscribe to the newspaper
in your new hometown to
start learning about events
and the local culture
Fill any prescriptions a few
weeks in advance
Call insurance agents to see
if policy will change

Service Automobile

End any paid-memberships
(gyms, country clubs, etc.)

Return/retrieve items from
friends/neighbors

Open bank accounts near
new home

Create a budget for the
move: how much are you
willing to spend to save
time?

Get rid of anything you
can (a secret to moving is
to eliminate as many items
from the move as possible)
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Create a moving organizer :
- Purchase a 1/2inch 3
ring binder
- Pocket dividers to separate section and hold
important receipts
- Loose leaf paper for
keeping notes
Pick-up essential moving
supplies
- Markers to label boxes
- Moving Boxes
- Cushioning materials for breakables (tip:
use t-shirts or towels to
save money and space)
Utility transfer set-up: notify
all companies you use for
electric, cable, phone etc. of
your move date
- Cable/Satellite TV
- Electricity
- Internet/ Broadband
- Long Distance Phone
Service
- Recycling Pick-Up
- Security System
- Water
- Cell Phone Service
- Local Phone Service
- Gas
- Propane
- Sewer
- Trash Pick-Up
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PACKING FOR
YOUR MOVE
----------------Get rid of everything you
don’t need. When it comes
to packing, less is more.

Pack an “open me first”
box with essential items for
your first day/night at your
new home
Make an inventory of every
room noting the valuable
items
Dismantle beds and large
furniture at least 24 hours
in advance
Drain water hoses
Eat/use perishable items
Pack rooms that do not have
essential items for
living first
Have a garage sale to get
rid of big items/things you
no longer use (as an alternative: call Goodwill/Salvation
army and donate unneeded
items)

Make arrangements for
small children/pets during
move day
Verify time/date/place with
moving company
Empty, defrost and clean
fridge at least 24hours before moving day

so that future residents can
forward any stray mail
Make a note of all utility
meter readings
Start early
Clear out all garbage before
you start moving

Make sure electronics
(especially cellphones) are
fully charged for moving
day

Have every family member
do a “once-over” to make
sure everything is out of the
house

Pack a suitcase for the first
night in your new home

Make sure to eat a big
breakfast and get a lot of
sleep the night before

Plan meals for the last week
and pack all non-perishable
food that will not be used

DURING
YOUR MOVE

----------------Sit back and relax. You’re
paying people to do this
for a reason!
Make sure you have cash on
hand to pay movers

Stop, breathe, continue
Give movers your cell
phone number and ask for
theirs to keep in contact
during transit
Verify mailing address is
correct
Supervise loading/unloading of boxes and direct
movers as to where to leave
furniture/boxes

Leave a note with your new
address in your old house
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AFTER
YOUR MOVE

----------------Good news is you’ve
finished the hard part! Bad
news is your not quite done.

ADDITIONAL
CHECKLIST

----------------Write those other things
you can’t afford to forget
here. You’re Welcome!

Pick up anything at the
post office that is behind
held
Keep all receipts/documents in a moving file
Get new drivers license/
tags (if needed)
Test all appliances in new
house
Install batteries in carbon
monoxide/smoke detectors
Re-key locks (if you feel it
to be necessary)
Register to vote
Contact new affiliations
(churches, clubs, etc.)
Meet the neighbors!
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TIPS & TRICKS
FOR MOVING

------------------------------------The key to moving is preparation and organization.
Label, label, label. You’d be shocked at the amount
of time you can save by knowing what’s inside a box
without having to sift through it.
Moving is the ultimate time to clean house.
Whether it is just ridding yourself of clutter or
revamping your entire interior décor, a new house
gives you a clean slate.
Most importantly, don’t forget the kids, and use
BungoBox!
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CHOOSING A
DESTINATION

------------------------------------According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 31 percent of
people are most likely to choose their new neighborhood based on convenience to their job. However, that
leaves 69 percent of us moving based on other variables. These may include starting a new family, needing a new start, craving different weather or a change
in a family situation. So, when picking your future
home, what are you supposed to be looking for?
BungoBox has provided and outlined some important
factors to pay attention to in your search:
- WHY ARE YOU MOVING?
(discover what’s important to you)
- WHO ARE YOU?
(family with children, single, retired...)
- HAVE YOU CHECKED THE CRIME RATE?
(a little homework will save you worry)
- WHAT CAN YOU SPEND?
(property value, cost of living, moving expenses)

10
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WHY ARE YOU MOVING?

------------------------------------Sit down and clearly write out the reasons for your
move. This will help you to discover what is important
to you in choosing a new home. If you find that your
list mostly revolves around the actual geographic
properties of your current home then you’ll know to
pay attention to the weather and terrain of your possible future destinations. But, if most of your reasons include a sense of community or making good friends,
you’ll know to focus more on the people of your new
potential city.

WHO ARE YOU?

------------------------------------There are many cities perfect for a newly-wed couple
to settle down and start a family in, but those same
cities may not be so excellent for an elderly couple
looking to find a retirement destination. Because your
happiness with your new home is so contingent on
whom you are, we’ve broken down some of the most
important things to look for based on your
demographic.

11
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A FAMILY WITH CHILDREN
Usually focused on a location that is safe, affordable,
offers great educational instutions, and has a high
sense of community. Their main concerns are:
SCHOOLS :
One of your main concerns is going to be with the
grading of the schools. You can visit http://www.
greatschools.org/ to find top schools in the nation,
grades for schools in the area you may be thinking of moving to and even houses for sale by high
rated schools.
COMMUNITY YOUTH CENTERS AND PARKS :
As your children grow, you want to make sure
there are a lot of positive organizations around for
them to get involved with. You can easily find out
how close the nearest YMCA is or if your new city
has a Boys and Girls Club by doing a quick location search. Look to see if there is a city or state
park close, as this can be a very valuable asset
when you are raising active children.
NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH :
Over the years, different safety measures in neighborhoods have been greatly debated. Is it safer to
live in neighborhood with a gate? Should you live
close to a school? Is it dangerous to live “too far”
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from your neighbors? But, the one safety precaution consistently praised is the installment of a
Neighborhood Watch Program. This concept has
been proven time and time again to be one of the
most effective ways to reduce crime. Working with
your neighbors to recognize suspicious activity
and keep your community safe can also create a
sense of unity.

THE FAMILY STATS
According to Forbes, the top 10 places to raise a
family are:
1 Des Moines- West Des Moines, Iowa
2 Harrisburg- Carlisle, Pennsylvania
3 Rochester, New York
4 Syracuse, New York
5 Provo- Orem, Utah
6 Ogden- Clearfield, Utah
7 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
8 Knoxville, Tennessee
9 Albany- Schenectady- Troy, N.Y.
10 Buffalo-Niagara Falls, N.Y.
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SINGLES
Usually focused on a location that has a young demographic, a high median income, and an exciting night
life. Their main concerns are:
JOB OPPORTUNITIES :
Individuals who are single do not have to worry
about nearly as many things when choosing a
place to live. But this “freedom” can also be very
stressful because there are so many options. One
way to easily narrow the list down is to look at the
job opportunities available in your prospective
cities. Luckily, we live in the age of the internet, so
now job searching is as easy as typing in a location radius on a job search engine. Checking out
available jobs before you decide on a new place to
live will make your move much smoother.
NIGHT LIFE :
Singles tend to be more thrill-seeking than family oriented individuals. So you want to make sure
that you pick somewhere that has an exciting
night life (you don’t want to move just to find out
that everything closes at 9:00 every night). “Night
life” is usually rated by the number of restaurants,
bars and nightclubs per capita. Living close to
the “downtown” area of your new city can almost
always guarantee a better night life.
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CULTURE :
The average marriage age in the United States
is believed to be around 26 for women and 27 for
men. That means that most adults only live alone
as singles for about 5 years. In order to get the
richest experience out of those 5 years, make sure
to live somewhere with a noticeably strong
culture. Research the number of live theaters,
concert venues, sports teams and museums in the
area. If your new home is located near a university,
the area is likely to be filled with the culture from
the arts, music and enrichment of that university.

THE SINGLES STATS
According to CNN, Top 10 Places for the Rich and
Single are:
1 Newport Beach, California
2 Newton, Massachusetts
3 Brookline, Massachusetts
4 Sandy Springs, Georgia
5 Irvine, California
6 Milpitas, California
7 Sunnyvale, California
8 Mountain View, California
9 Chapel Hill, North Carolina
10 Santa Clara, California
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RETIRED
Usually focused on a location that is quiet and peaceful, with nice scenery, and a low crime rate. Their
main concerns are:
WEATHER :
Individuals getting ready to retire, especially
those who have lived in cold places their whole
lives, are usually ready to put their snow shovels
away for good. Weather is one of the top reasons
that the elderly are likely to choose one destination over the other. By doing a little bit of research,
you can easily find out the trending weather data
on any location for the past few years. It is almost
always safest to pick somewhere located near water.
TRAFFIC :
We often think of retirement as the serene, peaceful time of life. Therefore, on your search for a
new home, try to avoid cities that have become
overcrowded. Because you have the leisure of not
needing to be located close to a metropolis for
work, you can pick somewhere with more isolation
or just with less people in general. No one wants
to be stuck in rush hour on a casual trip to the
grocery store.
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CAMARADERIE :
It is important to find fellowship with other retirees in your new destination. Find out what types
of activities are offered around your prospective
destinations based on your interests. Perhaps, you
want to pick somewhere that offers a wide selection of crafting, painting or other art related classes and clubs. Maybe, you have always been into
ball room dancing; look to see if they are any open
studios in the area.

THE RETIRED STATS
According to CNBC, the Top 10 Best Places to Retire:
1 Loveland/Fort Collins, Colorado
2 Las Cruces, New Mexico
3 Rehoboth Beach, Delaware
4 Portland, Oregon
5 Greenville, South Carolina
6 Sarasota, Florida
7 Ann Arbor, Michigan
8 Tucson, Arizona
9 Montpelier, Vermont
10 Honolulu, Hawaii
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CHECK OUT THE CRIME RATE

------------------------------------Since the mid-1990s, crime rates have decreased nationally, but there are still specific locations that have
a high number of dangerous criminal activity reports
or an unusual amount of violence. By doing your
homework, you can avoid high-risk areas and decrease
the likeliness of crime in your neighborhood.
Check out the crime rates in any neighborhood by
visiting the following sites:
- http://www.movers.com/moving-guides/us-state
profiles/state-crimereport.aspx
- http://www.fbi.gov/ucr/ucr.htm
- http://www.neighborhoodscout.com/neighbor
hoods/crime-rates/
- http://www.areaconnect.com/crime/compare.htm
- http://www.bestplaces.net/crime/
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WHAT CAN YOU SPEND?

------------------------------------By now, you should have a lengthy list of optimal destinations for your move, so it’s time to throw in a dose
of reality. Unfortunately, we must always consider the
financial aspects of a move. The mistake that many
people make is narrowing down their options based
on their budget before anything else. This may cause
you to overlook many of the more important variables
in your move. So, although it is important to consider
a few financial properties in order to limit your list,
make sure you look into everything previously discussed above first!
PROPERTY VALUE :
Assuming that you are buying a new home when
you move, you want to try and find property that
will hopefully grow in property value. Although it
is impossible to guarantee that a home will grow
in value, there are things you can look for in order
to maximize your potential gain. Property value
is largely based off the number of potential future
homebuyers. Therefore, you want to live somewhere that appeals to the largest number of potential homebuyers. Make sure that you are not just
looking for an attractive city but also focus on the
appeal of the communities within that city. Find
a few addresses close to your potential commu-
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nity and search the values of those homes. High
property values also indicate that the area is doing
well.
COST OF LIVING :
If you are used to paying $5.00 for a cheeseburger
and when you arrive at your new home you cannot
find a cheeseburger for less than $12.00, you may
begin to find your pay check starting to disappear
quicker. To avoid this, thoroughly research the
average cost of living for each of the cities you are
considering. There is a cost of living calculator
online that will compare your current city with any
other city to give perspective on how much more
expensive (or cheaper) your new city might be.
MOVING EXPENSES :
A final financial consideration is the cost of your
move. Although, much of this will depend on
your choice of moving company and your method
of travel, your costs will generally be higher the
farther away you move. Use a spreadsheet to calculate the costs of moving based on how far away
your new home is from where you currently reside.
Do not forget to factor in expenses such as gas,
truck rental and plane tickets.
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CHOOSING A MOVER

------------------------------------You have your new place, you’ve made your Moving
Plan, you’ve taken care to protect and organize all of
your valuables (even that knick-knack collection that
you swore you were going to part ways with), and now
comes the decision that will test out your packing
skills – choosing a mover.
The last thing you want to have to worry about when
moving is losing or breaking some of your valuables.
Its part of the moving nightmare when you go to
unpack that vase that is going to fit so perfectly in
your new dining room – only to discover that it has
been cracked or broken. Even the best packing job
can’t protect against the impromptu careless game of
catch!
Now, if it’s your friends or family tossing the boxes,
we can’t really help – but we can offer advice on how
to make sure your hired movers aren’t likely to do so!
Follow these steps to confirm that the movers you are
hiring are going to get your belongings to your new
place in one piece:
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BungoBox has provided and outlined some important
factors to pay attention to in your search:
- CHECK THEIR I.D.
Choose only movers that are licensed, bonded
and insured. If you aren’t sure if a moving
company fits these criteria – just ask!
- USE THE GRAPEVINE
Ask friends, family, real estate agents or just ask
us. BungoBox will be happy to provide a list of
quality movers in your area.
- DO YOUR HOMEWORK
Check out the Department of Transportation or
Moving.org – the website for the American Mov
ing and Storage Association. Another place to
look would be the Better Business Bureau and
other online review sites.
- GET IT IN WRITING
Be cautious of very low bids – sometimes if
something sounds too good to be true, it’s
because it is! Be sure to get a “Binding Not
to Exceed” estimate in writing.
- TRUST YOUR GUT
If you’re uncomfortable with a mover, there’s
usually a valid reason for it. Just move on to the
next mover or do it yourself. You’ll save yourself
a lot of headaches.
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PACKING
EFFICIENTLY

------------------------------------We will just assume that you’ve already taken the first
step to ensure that your move will be your easiest yet
by choosing BungoBox (and that your mind is now at
ease because you will not be chopping down a forest
to move your belongings). But finding the right boxes
is only the beginning.
Here are a seven tips that will make loading your
BungoBoxes even easier!

1

LIGHTEN YOUR LOAD

2

PLAN YOUR STAYCATION

Use moving as a time to purge. Do not pack
things you do not use or that are no longer
needed in your life. Have a moving sale about a
month before you move, then you can use that
money to help pay for your move. For everything you don’t sell, donate those items to charity and get the tax write offs.

Pack up your family as if you’re going on vacation for a few days. This will make your life a lot
easier the first few days in the new home.
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3

4

5

ROLL & PACK
Using BungoWheels, roll a stack of 4 empty
BungoBoxes into the room you are packing.
Remove all the BungoBoxes from the BungoWheels except one; now begin to pack that box.
Once it is full, close the lids and place an empty
box on top and repeat. Once you have packed
and stacked 4 or 5 boxes, roll them to your
staging area and organize by how you want the
truck to be loaded.
DON’T FORGET YOUR LABELS
Use the labels provided to keep track of what is
in each box. Place the labels on the ends of the
boxes so that you can see what is in each box
when it is stacked. Use the BungoBox tracking
sheet to keep tabs on all your boxes and the
contents.
LAST = FIRST
Place one or two boxes in each room and label
those boxes. Place items in these boxes that
you will need right up until moving day. Then
you know when you get the new place these
boxes will be opened first so that you can get to
your most important items right away.
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6

REPURPOSE FOR PACKING PAPER

7

DON’T BREAK YOUR BACK

Save on packing materials by using towels,
socks and T-Shirts as filler on your most fragile
items (just make sure you save a few towels
and sheets to use for your first few days in the
new place). If you need some help here, be sure
to order recycled and recyclable BungoWrap
with your boxes.

BungoBoxes are strong and will hold as much
as you can put in them. It is true that you don’t
have to lift them very often, but you may occasionally; therefore try to keep the weight of
each box below 50 pounds.
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SAVING MONEY

------------------------------------As stated before, there are some fixed costs that you
cannot avoid while moving but if there’s one thing
we have mastered at BungoBox its how to save you
money. Just by choosing BungoBox, you are already
saving up to 70% less than what you would have paid
for cardboard boxes.

WHEN IT COMES TO PRICE :

26
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Here are a four great ways to keep yourself from
breaking the bank during your move:

1

2

AVOID SUMMERS & WEEKENDS
Just by moving during “off-season”, OctoberApril, you will spend significantly less. Usually,
moving companies offer their best promotions
during these months in order to drive business.
You are also much more likely to successfully
bargain with your moving company during
their slower months. Moving during the week
will cost less for the same reasons on a smaller
scale.
KNOW ABOUT “TARIFF 400”
Tariff 400 is an annually revised book published by the American Moving and Storage
Association each year. In this publication,
moving companies are advised how much
they should charge for hauling X pounds for
X miles. Usually, to stay competitive, moving
companies will discount this rate by up to 60%.
If you know what the rate is for the year, you
can ask the company’s sales rep how much they
discounted their rate for the year. This will also
give you a ball park price for how much you
should expect to pay.
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3
4

TAX DEDUCTIONS
Keep all of your receipts from the move
because you’ll be able to deduct allowable
expenses from your income taxes.
DO YOUR OWN PACKING
BungoBox makes it easy to do your own
packing with our large, durable boxes and easy
to move dollies. In a sample moving estimate
compiled by the AMSA, packing and
unpacking accounted for about 20% of the moving costs!
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CLIENT SHOWCASE

------------------------------------BungoBox has been helping our customers take the
complication and stress out of moving for over a year
now. We are proud to work with our customers to
ensure that “move” is no longer considered a four
letter word.
Here is a sampling of testimonials, ranging from large
scale commercial relocations to individual moves, to
give you an idea of what BungoBox can do for you.

29
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COMMERCIAL CLIENT #1
------------------------------------Name : 		

Vision 360

Sector : 		

Non-Profit Organization

Date of Move :

August, 2010

Size : 			
One office building moved
			20 people involved
Order :		
1 Week Rental
			
80 L Boxes- $140.00
			6 Dollies- $30.00
Estimated Price : $170.00
“Because we used BungoBoxes, people were able to
come in and pack anytime during the week. The boxes
were consistent in size so they were very easy to stack
and move. The durability of the boxes allowed us to
use volunteers to help with the move since we didn’t
have to worry about anything breaking”
Time/Money Saved: Vision 360 saved an estimated
$2000 between costs of labor/time and actual costs of
supplies. They saved at least 3 days of time because
of the durability and convenience of the boxes.
“We chose BungoBox over the competitors because we
calculated an average savings of $3.00 a box. BungoBox was also the most convenient option since they
drop off and pick up the boxes”
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COMMERCIAL CLIENT #2
------------------------------------Name : 		

Merrill Insurance Group

Sector : 		

Insurance Agency

Date of Move :

May, 2010

Size : 			
One office building moved
			12-14 offices
			2 people involved
Order :		
1 Week Rental
			
40 L Boxes- $70.00
			10 Dollies- $50.00
Estimated Price : $120.00
“The best thing about using BungoBox was how convenient BungoBox made moving. We really liked the
carts with wheels because it made moving multiple
boxes at once very simple. We also liked that you could
stack the boxes on top of one another and not have to
worry about them all crushing since BungoBoxes are
durable”
“We chose BungoBox over other companies because it
is a great product, much better and more reliable than
cardboard boxes especially when stacking multiple
boxes on one another”
Time Saved: “BungoBox saved us at least a day’s
worth of packing and moving because it was so much
easier to pack these boxes compared to cardboard
ones. We are glad we chose BungoBox for our move!”
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RESIDENTIAL CLIENT #1
------------------------------------Name : 		

Gabriela Aparicio

Occupation :

Massage Therapist

Date of Move :

September, 2010

Size : 			
			

One bedroom, bathroom,
kitchen, & living room		

Order :		
1 Week Rental
			
2 Bungo Wardrobe - $10.00
			
20 L Bungo Boxes - $35.00
			
3 XL Bungo Boxes - $6.75
			2 Dollies- $10.00
Estimated Price : $61.75
“BungoBox saved me the most money when I took
packing supplies into consideration. Because I was
using plastic boxes, I did not have to buy any packing
tape and I knew that the boxes were durable enough
that I could just wrap my things in towels or t-shirts.”
Time saved: At least 2-3 days. The BungoWardrobe
allowed her to just move her closet in one easy step,
allowing her to save a ton of time. She was able to use
fewer boxes and didn’t have to make as many trips.
Also, the one week rental period gave her the
motivation she needed to pack and unpack efficiently.
“It was really easy. They provided stickers for me to
label the boxes and since they were stackable, I could
just slap a sticker on the box, stack it on the dolly and
roll it out the car. And at the end of the move, there was
no garbage to worry about!”
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RESIDENTIAL CLIENT #2
------------------------------------Name : 		

Julie Norris

Occupation :

Restaurant Owner

Date of Move :

November, 2010

Size : 			
			

2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom,			
1 kitchen, & 1 living room

Order :		

1 Week Rental

2 bedroom pkg : $67.75
“BungoBox was just so clean. When you use cardboard
boxes, your hands get yucky. But with BungoBoxes
everything felt clean and it was very aesthetically
pleasing. Also, it took away the stress of thinking and it
was so efficient”
Time Saved: “It’s hard to put a quantitative number
on the amount of time that was saved. We saved time
during every step of the move. It was hours and hours
saved.”
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FRANCHISE
OPPORTUNITIES

------------------------------------This economy sucks. Luckily, BungoBox is here to
help. We have decided saving you money is no longer
enough, we’d like to help MAKE you money. Don’t
worry; we’re not going to try to convince you to sell
our boxes door-to-door (that might get a little heavy).
Instead, we would like to extend an invitation to start
your own BungoBox Branch!

TOP 5 REASONS
1 RECESSION RESISTANT
In this economy there are a lot of things taking
a hit – gas prices, cars, even your favorite corner
coffee shop — but there is one thing that isn’t,
and that’s BungoBox. We provide not just great
service and an eco-friendly alternative to cardboard but we offer a necessary product to our
market that is cheap. Because money is tight,
people are searching for extra ways to save.
BungoBox saves the average customer 50% of
what they’d normally spend. Take that
recession!
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2

LOW INVESTMENT
We want you to make money as soon as
possible. Personally, we live by getting the
“most bang for your buck”, which holds true
for our company. With a BungoBox franchise
you can put in a low initial investment and
make more than your neighbor whose “investment” idea involves becoming the next Jenga
champion. Starting your own company can be
extremely expensive long before you produce
your first sale! The benefit of franchising with
BungoBox is that we’ve already taken care of
a lot of the upfront costs for you. We created
BungoBox with franchising in mind and we
have invested the money necessary to develop
a strong brand that people will remember.

3

TRAINING & SUPPORT
Just like we would never expect our BungoBoxes to pack themselves (though we are working on that technology), we would never leave
you alone with no help or support. We can offer
you all the training, proprietary technology
and systems, everything that you need to get a
leg-up on your successful BungoBox business,
though, we do not condone standing on our
otherwise-sturdy boxes (per our legal team’s
suggestions).
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4

OUR CLIENTS NEED US
Luckily, people will always continue to move
and fortunately for us, they need something to
pack all of their things in. Thus, BungoBox is a
necessity to the right market. We target people
looking for convenience, savings of up to 50%
on their moving costs, and exceptional service.
Whether clients are using a full-service mover
for their home or business or simply do not
want dumpster dive for boxes, BungoBox is the
perfect solution for all.

5

WE SHARE!
BungoBox has accumulated the resources
needed to find clients, manage businesses and
maintain a strong online brand. When you
join our team you will be given access to all of
these, including a fully functional call center,
online order system, social media team, and
public relations experts.
Think you have what it takes? Chris Conner,
our franchising director, says that successful
franchisees are usually “motivated, self-driven
and organized”. If this sounds like you or if
you’d like more information, do not hesitate to

contact us today!
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OVERVIEW OF
BUNGOBOX & SERVICES
-------------------------------------

“The beauty of Tom and Bob Cannon started BungoBox from an
it is that it’s a extreme aversion to the process of moving. All that
simple concept” sorting, cleaning, packing is no fun at all. Okay, it

- Bob Cannon, sucks. And the whole nuisance of finding cardboard
Co-Founder boxes and packing materials (tape, string, markers,

etc.) makes it even worse – not to mention how
wasteful of time, money, and trees it is. So they set out
to change all that and make moving a lot more
enjoyable. We’d be lying if we said fun, but it’s
certainly more cost effective, efficient, reliable, and a
heck of a lot easier.
How so? BungoBox will deliver sturdy and secure,
reusable plastic containers right to your door when
you need them. You just fill them up with your stuff
and move. Once you’ve unpacked and settled in,
simply call BungoBox and we willl promptly pickup of
all your rented materials.
We hope that our guide will be helpful in your
upcoming move, and thank you for considering
BungoBox!
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The 2011 BungoBox Guide to Moving is just one tool for your moving
process. For the most current moving advice or for more information
about using BungoBox to assist in your move contact us at 888-479-1888
or visit our website www.bungobox.com.
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